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Entering Final Stages Before Launch
Its been a few months since our last report to you, so we wanted to bring you up to date on our
progress. We are very excited to announce that the first of the two components that drive
PogoMe ,the publisher module, is now complete and our development team is putting the final
touches on the consumer module. The final phases of testing and tweaks should be complete in
the next few weeks. Once complete, we will conduct a full analysis of the PogoMe product with
professionally administrated focus groups. Approximately sixty days after completion of the
focus groups marketing analysis, we will begin the first phase of commercial marketing. For
those of you unfamiliar with PogoMe the following brief summary will tell the exciting story.

What is PogoMe?
PogoMe is an revolutionary new web application
that uses SMS as the backbone of its unique
service. PogoMe allows the user to save anything
printed or digital to one location, to view, organize
and share as they wish. PogoMe makes the
printed world digital, it’s like “DVR-ing” everything
you see or read. PogoMe is a cloud based
consumer tool that does not require a
smartphone.

How PogoMe Works
Unlike the numerous ways to store digital content
today, PogoMe uniquely enables any type of
content; print, outdoor advertising, TV and radio
commercials, videos, music, business documents
and much more, to be saved by the consumer to
review, organize and share whenever and
wherever they want.
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How does PogoMe work?
The author or creator of the media simply
assigns a Pogo ID to the content and uploads
the digital version to the PogoMe cloud. When
the consumer sees the Pogo ID on an article,
ad, video, banner, etc. they simply text that
unique ID to PogoMe.com. The content is
stored in their secure PogoMe account for later
viewing on their PogoMe website dashboard
using their desktop, tablet or smartphone.
NOTE: ALL CONTENT IS OPTIMIZED FOR MOBILE

How does PogoMe make money?
Pogo IDs are purchased in blocks of 50, 100, 500, etc. Each Pogo ID is then assigned to the
print or digital content created by the author. The content is then uploaded to the PogoMe
content database using an intuitive web interface created by PogoMe. PogoMe delivers great
added value to the clients of Ad Agencies, PR Firms, Online Marketers, Publishers, direct to
retail advertisers and more.
Go to Market Strategy
Initially our target market will be the magazine media industry. We believe that print and digital
magazine media is not dying but it is morphing. It is learning how to survive in a changing
marketplace and we believe that PogoMe can be major factor in helping the industry survive.
Our premise is based on two powerful data points that support our position.
1. 91% of all adults read print or digital magazine.
2. 59% of readers took action or plan to take action as a result of exposure to specific
magazine ads.

Why would an advertiser want to use PogoMe IDs?
The simple answer is analytics. The advertiser needs to know how effective an ad really
is and PogoMe Analytics can help determine which ads are the most effective.
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PogoMe gives the advertiser the ability to grow their ad exposure exponentially. With a PogoMe
ID the reader can capture an ad and share it with all their social media contacts. A single
impression can result in hundreds of additional impressions.
PogoMe is not a small business model. We believe we can ramp to several million dollars per
month in revenue very quickly. Over 250 million magazines are circulated every month. This
massive circulation gives us the opportunity to connect with millions of subscribers each and
every month allowing us to grow a PogoMe consumer-base very quickly and very efficiently. A
very small “buy-in” by readers each month could result in millions of PogoMe consumers in a
very short period of time. With just a few million PogoMe users creating significant advertising
analytics, PogoMe becomes a very valuable acquisition candidate.
As follows are the initial phases of revenue generation for the PogoMe business model:
Phase 1: Pogo ID revenue will begin approximately 30 days after launch. We will have
contacted advertisers, ad agencies and publishers prior to the official launch of PogoMe and will
have presented our consumer launch campaign to encourage buy-in.
1. Advertisers purchase Pogo IDs for their magazine ad campaigns. Ad pages usually
average 40 to 50 percent of total magazine pages. Advertisers spent more than $20 billion
on magazine advertising in 2011. Pogo IDs are priced according to circulation of the
magazine where the ad is being placed. Initially the price will be $.99 per one thousand in
circulation (CPM). (Example: People Magazine’s monthly circulation base is 3,450,000. A
full page, 4-color ad in their regular edition costs $305,900 or $88.66 CPM or $.089 per
impression. A pogo ID for that ad would cost $3,416 or $.99 CPM or $.0001 per impression.
With over 250 million magazines circulated every month, only one PogoMe ad in each
magazine generates $247,500 per month in revenue to PogoMe.
2. Publishers may also purchase Pogo IDs for their editorial content. Editorial content usually
averages 50 to 60 percent of total magazine pages. Publishers pay only $.99 for a Pogo ID
to assign to each article of editorial content regardless of circulation.
3. Content creators purchase Pogo IDs for their proprietary content. In some cases they may
want to charge for this content. In order to purchase content using PogoMe web applications
consumers will need to establish a Premium Account with PogoMe and input credit card
information. PogoMe charges the account holder for the content and shares the revenue
with the content creator. Example: Playboy may want to charge $.50 for the Playmate of the
month centerfold.
Phase 2: Geo-targeted advertising will begin approximately 90 days after launch.
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Advertisers place geo targeted ads underneath their national ads. These geo targeted ads offer
many features including special pricing, dealer location, etc. Options exist to partner with large
ad providers like Google, Yahoo or Bing plus we are developing our own ad model.
Phase 3: Outdoor advertisers targeted 180 days after launch
Billboard, bus bench, taxi, display advertisers. See a billboard, bus bench, taxi or airport
display ad, simply Pogo the ID and it is stored in your PogoMe account.
Distribution Channels:
We intend to use an in-house sales and marketing team to introduce the PogoMe solution to
advertisers, their agencies and other marketing companies. Publishers and advertising sales
executives have reacted to the PogoMe concept with tremendous enthusiasm and are eager to
evaluate the product.
Summary
PogoMe is an easy to use free consumer application that allows for storing, sharing and
organizing print media and content to a personal website using any mobile device, while
providing previously unavailable highly valuable analytics to advertisers, publishers and
marketing companies.
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